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The 100 questions in
this packet align to a
checklist of 60 goals.

What’s included?

► A list of math goals for each
CCSS domain and cluster

► 100 review questions, by cluster
► 9 student pages, plus answers
This packet is a PDF so it can either
be assigned electronically for distance
learning, or printed at home or school.

Do your students know these
important Grade 4 topics?
► Place Value up to a Million
► Multiplying & Dividing Numbers
► Factors, Multiples, & Primes
► Adding & Subtracting Fractions
► Understanding Decimals
► Classifying Angles & Triangles
► Converting Measurements

CONTENTS
Domain



Student Pages

OPERATIONS AND ALGEBRAIC THINKING
4A1.

Use the four operations with whole numbers to solve problems.

4A2.

Gain familiarity with factors and multiples.

4A3.

Generate and analyze patterns.

NUMBER AND OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN

1-2

3-4
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4B1. Generalize place value understanding for multi-digit whole numbers [to 1,000,000].
4B2.	Use place value understanding and properties of operations to perform multi-digit arithmetic.
[Add & subtract fluently. Multiply & divide numbers up to 4-digits by 1-digit, and multiply two
2-digit numbers.]

NUMBER AND OPERATIONS – FRACTIONS

4F1.

5-6

Extend understanding of fraction equivalence and ordering.

4F2.	
Build fractions from unit fractions by applying and extending previous understandings
of operations on whole numbers.

4F3.	
Understand decimal notation for fractions, and compare decimal fractions.

GEOMETRY

7

4G1.	Draw and identify lines and angles, and classify shapes by properties of their lines
and angles.

MEASUREMENT AND DATA

8-9

4M1.	Solve problems involving measurement and conversion of measurements from
a larger unit to a smaller unit.

4M2.

Represent and interpret data.

4M3.

Understand concepts of angle and measure angles.

ANSWER KEY

10
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Teacher’s Notes
About the Goals

This packet contains a list of goals for each cluster of
content in the Common Core State Standards for Grade 4
mathematics. Cluster headings are taken directly from
CCSS documents, and each cluster has 2 to 8 goals. The
goals are clear and concise, in the style of typical chapter
or lesson objectives.

About the Review Questions

► Try parallel or more advanced review packets.

If students grasp most concepts, download and review
the next grade level and/or review this level again in four
to six weeks.

► If necessary, review math from the prior grade.
If students struggle with a lot of concepts, try easier
review packets or online practice games from various
websites or activity books.

► Try printable card games.

Card games are available for the topics listed below, Kids
can play easy games with an aide, a friend, parents, or
other family members. The sets are numbered and color
coded to match the clusters and goals.
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For each Grade 4 goal there are one or more review
questions, usually in short-answer format. Some questions
are in multiple choice or multiple response format. This
packet contains a total of 100 review questions that provide
an excellent overview of all CCSS content for Grade 4.

Follow-Up Suggestions

Using Self-Assessment

Beside the goals/objectives are item numbers of the related
questions. For each goal, students should write Yes or No
to indicate whether they understand the content.

Versatile, fun, printable games provide
extra practice and strengthen concepts.

If desired, a parent or teacher may mark the goals that
students have mastered. You may want to recheck
students’ mastery of the same goals later in the year using
parallel forms of this packet.

Card Games for Grade 4

About the Domain Icons

Each domain is represented by a letter-shaped icon that
includes elements to denote key content. For example,
the three rectangles at the top of the “A” icon for Algebraic
Thinking show a pattern of increasing size. The “B” icon
for Base Ten includes two columns of 10 squares, as
a reminder that 2 tens make 20. The “B” also includes
operation signs for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. Domain icons provide a quick way to identify the
domain or strand of content on the pages.

Distance Learning File Tips

You may assign this file or individual pages in a password
protected classroom management system. Students can
type answers into a separate file, or write answers on
paper and submit as a photo. If your system has an option
of adding an annotation layer to a PDF, you can have
students type or draw answers on that layer and submit
the annotated PDF.

4A13
4B11
4B13
4F11-N
4F11-S
4F21-T
4F21-N
4F25
4F32
4G13
4M16
4M17

Solving Simple Equations

Multiplying and Dividing by 10

6-Digit Numbers in Expanded Form

Equivalent Fractions on Number Lines

Equivalent Fractions with Square Models

Mixed Numbers and Fractions: Thirds
Mixed Numbers on the Number Line
Decomposing Fractions

Adding Fractions in Tenths and Hundredths
Acute, Right, and Obtuse
Inches, Feet, and Yards on a Number Line
Rectangles with Equal Areas
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Thank you for downloading a printable K8 Math Sense (K8MS) resource and/or the related
digital files! Your purchase gives you the right to use the resources in certain ways, but the
copyright ownership is not transferred to you. Resources may occasionally be offered by
K8MS as freebies, and the same terms of use apply to both purchased and free resources.

What a purchaser is allowed to do...

• Copy the PDF to your home computer or digital devices for personal use as an educator.

• Make photocopies for students in your classroom, for your own children, and for students
you tutor.
• Post printable resources within your classroom or tutoring space.

• If digital resources are designed for students, you may transfer them to the folders for your
students as long as access is limited to those students only.
• Share a cover image for a resource in blog posts, at workshops, or at other professional
development venues provided credit is given along with appropriate links back to the
resource. Provide links to www.k8mathsense.com or to the K8 Math Sense store at an
online marketplace that is legally distributing K8 Math Sense resources.

• Refer teachers, parents, or other people to the K8 Math Sense store to obtain the resources
legally.

What a purchaser is NOT allowed to do...

• Claim ownership or authorship of K8 Math Sense resources.
• Remove the copyright line from printed resources.

• Share or exchange any portion of the digital or printed files with other teachers, with
parents, or with students who are not in the purchaser’s class.

• Resell your K8 Math Sense purchase or offer it as a giveaway.

• Post the digital files on any non-secure website anywhere on the internet including, but
not limited to, sharing sites, news lists, or shared databases.

Thank you for respecting copyright laws and the hard work of authors. Please abide by the
Terms of Use. If you have questions, please direct them to angieseltzer@gmail.com.
Thanks again for choosing a K8 Math Sense resource.

Angie Seltzer

Name________________________________________________ Class_ ______________________ Date__________
Do you understand the skills below? Answer the review questions, then mark Yes or No for each skill.
OPERATIONS AND ALGEBRAIC THINKING

1

Use the four operations with whole numbers to solve problems.

Questions

Do you understand?

1

Yes ¿ No

2-4

Yes ¿ No

5

Yes ¿ No

6-7

Yes ¿ No

8-9

Yes ¿ No

10

Yes ¿ No

❶ Interpret multiplication as “times as many.” [4.OA.1]
➋ Distinguish multiplicative from additive comparison in word
problems. [4.OA.2]

Gain familiarity with factors and multiples.
❶ List factors pairs for numbers 1 to 100. [4.OA.4]
➋ Recognize factors and multiples. [4.OA.4]
➌ Recognize prime and composite numbers. [4.OA.4]
Generate and analyze patterns.
❶ Complete number patterns. [4.OA.5]
➋ Generate number or shape patterns from rules. [4.OA.5]
➌ Identify and explain features of patterns. [4.OA.5]

Questions

Do you understand?
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2

➌ Solve number sentences involving multiple operations. [4.OA.2]
➍ Solve multi-step word problems using number sentences. [4.OA.3]
➎ Interpret remainders in division problems. [4.OA.3]
➏ Estimate to assess reasonableness of answers. [4.OA.3]

3

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. A juice glass holds 4 ounces. A tall glass
holds 4 times as much. Write and solve
an equation to find out how much the tall
glass holds.
_________________

_______ ounces

2. Two bowls of mints are on a table. There
are 36 mints in a red bowl and 12 mints in
a white bowl. How many more mints are
in the red bowl than in the white bowl?

_______ mints

3. There are 3 times as many children as
adults taking a field trip. There are 9
adults taking the trip. How many children
are taking the field trip?
_______ children

11

Yes ¿ No

12-13

Yes ¿ No

14-15

Yes ¿ No

Questions

Do you understand?

16

Yes ¿ No

17-18

Yes ¿ No

19

Yes ¿ No

4. A table was decorated with placemats
and a vase of flowers. The vase of flowers
cost $28 and this was 4 times the cost
of the placemats, p. Write and solve an
equation to find the cost of the placemats.
_________________

_______

5. Solve. 34 = c + (6 × 5)

c = _______

6. Multiple Choice In a package of 27 note
cards, 3 were torn. The rest of the note
cards were shared equally by 8 students.
Which equation can be solved to find the
each student’s share of note cards, n?
A. (27 ÷ 3) – 8 = n
B. n = (27 × 3) – 8
C. (27 – 3) ÷ 8 = n
D. (27 – 8) ÷ 3 = n
______

7. In Question 6, how many
cards did each student get? ______ cards

Self-Assessment and Review (SAR4-B)
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Name________________________________________________ Class_ ______________________ Date__________
REVIEW QUESTIONS (continued)
8. A bakery worker is grouping 50 dinner
rolls into packages with 6 rolls per
package. After filling as many packages
as possible, how many rolls will be left?

Use these numbers for Questions 13-15.
5  

11  

15  

27  

13. Which number in the black box
is a multiple of 6?

30

_______

14. Which numbers in the black
box are composite?
____________
15. Which numbers in the black
box are prime?
____________
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_______ rolls
9. A teacher is putting 26 students into
groups for a field trip. The teacher needs
one parent with each group of up to 4
students. How many parents need to go
on the field trip?

16. Continue the pattern.

61, 58, 55, _____, _____

17. Continue the pattern by using the rule
“add 10 to the previous number.”

_______ parents

10. Danny has $10 to spend on 3
sandwiches. Can he spend $3.49 on each
sandwich? Explain.

11. Write factors pairs
for 20 using six
different whole
numbers.

____ × ____ = 20

____ × ____ = 20
____ × ____ = 20

3, ____, ____, ____

18. The pattern is made of square tiles. Draw
the 4th shape in the pattern.

1

2	3	

4

19. If you continue the pattern in Question 17
past the first four terms, will you get any
even numbers? Explain.

12. Write 6 whole numbers that are
factors of 36.
____, ____, ____, ____, ____, _____
Self-Assessment and Review (SAR4-B)
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Name________________________________________________ Class_ ______________________ Date__________
Do you understand the skills below? Answer the review questions, then mark Yes or No for each skill.
NUMBER AND OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN

1

Questions

Generalize place value understanding for multi-digit whole numbers.

❶ Relate place value to multiplication and division by 10. [4.NBT.1]
➋ Read and write numbers to 1 million. [4.NBT.2]
➌ Convert between standard and expanded forms of whole

20-22

Yes ¿ No

23

Yes ¿ No

24

Yes ¿ No

➍ Compare whole numbers up to 1 million. [4.NBT.2]
➎ Round multi-digit whole numbers to any place. [4.NBT.3]
➏ Add and subtract whole numbers using place-value concepts. [4.NBT.3]

25-26

Yes ¿ No

27-28

Yes ¿ No

29

Yes ¿ No

numbers. [4.NBT.2]

Use place value understanding and properties of operations to perform
multi-digit arithmetic.
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2

Do you understand?

❶ Add multi-digit numbers using the standard algorithm. [4.NBT.4]
➋ Subtract multi-digit number using the standard algorithm. [4.NBT.4]
➌ Multiply 2-digit by 1-digit numbers using place value and/or models.
[4.NBT.5]

➍ Multiply 3- and 4-digit by 1-digit numbers using place value and/or
models. [4.NBT.5]

➎ Multiply 2-digit by 2-digit numbers using place value and/or
models. [4.NBT.5]

➏ Relate division and multiplication. [4.NBT.6]
➐ Divide 2-digit dividends by 1-digit divisors using place value and/or
models. [4.NBT.6]

➑ Divide 3- and 4-digit dividends by 1-digit divisors using place value
and/or models. [4.NBT.6]

REVIEW QUESTIONS

20. Multiply 100 by 39.

21. Divide 60,000 by 10.

22. What is 700 ÷ 70?

Questions

Do you understand?

30

Yes ¿ No

31-32

Yes ¿ No

33

Yes ¿ No

34-35

Yes ¿ No

36, 39

Yes ¿ No

37-38

Yes ¿ No

40-41

Yes ¿ No

42-44

Yes ¿ No

24. Write the number in standard form.
(7 × 10) + (3 × 1) + (9 × 100)

____________

____________

____________

25. Compare. Write <, >, or =.

147,077

____________

26. Compare. Write <, >, or =.

23. Write 910 thousands in standard form.
_______________________

147,707

650 thousand
27. Round 3,996 to the
nearest hundred.

Self-Assessment and Review (SAR4-B)
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Name________________________________________________ Class_ ______________________ Date__________
REVIEW QUESTIONS (continued)
28. Round to the underlined
place value position.
48,048
29. What is the sum of
300 and 40,000?

10

8

____________

____________

__________

10

Area = 100

?

10

?

?

3
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30. Add. 462 + 848

39. Use the rectangle to multiply 13 by 18.
Find the area of each part. Then add.

31. Subtract. 2,642 − 645

32. How much greater is
8,000 than 6,400?

__________

__________

3

10

8

100 + ___ + ___ + ____ = ____ sq. units

40. Divide 96 by 2. Use models or place value
to explain the answer.

33. Find the total of 4 groups of 36.

__________

__________

34. Find the product of 700 and 8.
__________

41. A square garden has a perimeter of 68
meters. What is the length of each side?
________ meters

35. What is the total cost of 6 pens
that cost $3.15 each?
__________

42. Divide. 480 ÷ 6

36. Multiply. 30 × 20

43. What is the quotient?

__________

37. Divide 210 by 3 by thinking of
multiplication.
3 × _____ = 210 so 210 ÷ 3 = _____

700 ÷ 5

__________

__________

44. Divide 1,386 by 6. Use models or place
value to explain the answer. Show your
work on separate paper.

38. Complete.
5 × _____ = 4,500, so 4,500 ÷ 5 = _____
Self-Assessment and Review (SAR4-B)
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Name________________________________________________ Class_ ______________________ Date__________
Do you understand the skills below? Answer the review questions, then mark Yes or No for each skill.
NUMBER AND OPERATIONS — FRACTIONS

1

2

Questions

Extend understanding of fraction equivalence and ordering.

❶ Identify equivalent fractions using models. [4.NF.1]
45
➋ Write fractions equivalent to a given fraction. [4.NF.1]
46
➌ Compare fractions by rewriting them with a common denominator. [4.NF.2] 47
➍ Compare fractions by using models. [4.NF.2]
48
➎ Compare fractions by comparing to benchmarks. [4.NF.2]
49-50
Build fractions from unit fractions by applying and extending previous
understandings of operations on whole numbers.

Questions

Yes ¿ No
Yes ¿ No
Yes ¿ No
Yes ¿ No
Yes ¿ No
Do you understand?
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❶ Decompose fractions and mixed numbers, and write as equations.

Do you understand?

51

Yes ¿ No

➋ Add and subtract fractions with like denominators. [4.NF.3ab]
➌ Add and subtract mixed numbers with like denominators. [4.NF.3c]
➍ Add and subtract fractions to solve word problems. [4.NF.3d]
➎ Decompose a non-unit fraction as a whole number times a unit

52-53

Yes ¿ No

54-55

Yes ¿ No

56

Yes ¿ No

57

Yes ¿ No

➏ Multiply fractions by whole numbers. [4.NF.4bc]

58-60

Yes ¿ No

[4.NF.3ab]

fraction. [4.NF.4a]

3

Understand decimal notation for fractions, and compare decimal fractions. Questions Do you understand?

❶ Express fractions in tenths as hundredths. [4.NF.5]
➋ Add fractions in tenths and hundredths. [4.NF.5]
➌ Convert between decimals and fractions in tenths or hundredths. [4.NF.6]
➍ Locate decimals on a number line. [4.NF.6]
➎ Compare two decimals to hundredths. [4.NF.7]
REVIEW QUESTIONS

61

Yes ¿ No

62

Yes ¿ No

63-65

Yes ¿ No

66-67

Yes ¿ No

68-70

Yes ¿ No

48. Compare. Write >, <, or = in the circle.

9

45. The model shows  __
10 . What other fraction
is shown by the model?

73

3

46. Circle the fractions that equal  __
4 .
27

 __
36 

6
__
 12 	

47. Multiple Choice

9
__
 16

49. Multiple Choice
1
Which fraction is greater than  __
2 ?

15
__
	 20

1

A. _  8_

Which number is a
3

5

__
common denominator for  __
8 and  6 ?

A. 2

B. 8

C. 16

D. 24

7
__
 10

 ___
100

______

____

3
B.  _5_

4

C. _ 9_

7

6

D.  __
12
____

11

 7 ?
50. Which is greater, __
 11 or __
______

Self-Assessment and Review (SAR4-B)
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Name________________________________________________ Class_ ______________________ Date__________
REVIEW QUESTIONS (continued)
51. Multiple Choice
9
Which is NOT equal to __
 10 ?
8

1

3

3

__
A.  __
10 +  10

3

60. On each day from Friday through Sunday,
7
Brianna walked  __
8 of a mile on a treadmill.
Write an equation and then solve to find
out how far she walked in all.

6

B. __
  10 + __
 10

3

5

__ __
C.  __
10 +  10 +  10

4

D. __
  5 + _ 5_

52. Add.
7 5
__
 8 + _ 8_

____

__________________

_______ miles

7

_______

61. Write __
 10 as a fraction
in hundredths.
4

_______

5
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 100 as a fraction
62. Write __
 10 + ___
in hundredths.

53. What is the difference?
3
7
__
 __
10 –  10

_______

47

63. What is ___
 100 as a decimal?

54. Subtract.
4

2

_______

__
3 __
5 –  5

_______

_______

64. Write 0.9 as a fraction.

_______

55. What is the sum?
1

2

__
3 __
3 + 5 3

_______

56. Some students ordered a large cheese
pizza and a large mushroom pizza. Right
1
away, students ate __
 8 of the cheese pizza
3
and  __
8 of the mushroom pizza. Write a
fraction or mixed number for the total
amount eaten right away.
_______ pizza(s)
57. Multiple Choice
12
Which of these is equal to  __
4 ?
1

B. 12 × _ 4_

6

6

D. 12 + _ 4_

1

__
C.  __
2 ×  2

3

C

67. Write a decimal for point K on the number line.
K

0.7

_______
69. Compare. Write <, >, or =
_______
70. Compare. Write <, >, or =

1

59. Find the product. 11 × _ 8_

_______

4

68. Compare. Write <, >, or =

1

58. Multiply 24 by  __
4 .

_______

66. Write a decimal for point C on the
number line.

0.6

1

A. 4 × __
 12

3

 10 as a decimal?
65. What is __

_______
Self-Assessment and Review (SAR4-B)
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0.39

4.05

4.50

3

0.03

 ___
100 
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Name________________________________________________ Class_ ______________________ Date__________
Do you understand the skills below? Answer the review questions, then mark Yes or No for each skill.
GEOMETRY

1

Draw and identify lines and angles, and classify shapes by properties of
their lines and angles.

Questions
71-72

Yes ¿ No

73-74

Yes ¿ No

75-77

Yes ¿ No

78

Yes ¿ No

79-81

Yes ¿ No
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❶ Identify and draw points, lines, and line segments. [4.G.1]
➋ Identify and draw parallel and perpendicular lines. [4.G.1]
➌ Identify and draw rays and acute, right, and obtuse angles. [4.G.1]
➍ Classify and identify triangles by angles. [4.G.2]
➎ Identify and draw lines of symmetry. [4.G.3]

Do you understand?

REVIEW QUESTIONS

76. Draw angle EDF.

D

71. Draw line UX.
V

X

U

F

E

W

77. How many right angles does an
equilateral triangle have?
_______

72. Draw line segment WX above.

73. Which side of the shape is parallel to
side KL?
J

K

78. Which triangle is an obtuse triangle?
A

B

C

D

_______

M

L

_______

74. Which side of this triangle is perpendicular
to side ST?
S

R
T

75. For the shape in Question 73,
which points are the vertices
of acute angles?

_______

_______

79. For the shape in Question 73,
is MK a line of symmetry?

80. How many lines of
symmetry does
this triangle have?

7

7
8

81. How many lines of symmetry
does a rectangle have?

Self-Assessment and Review (SAR4-B)
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Name________________________________________________ Class_ ______________________ Date__________
Do you understand the skills below? Answer the review questions, then mark Yes or No for each skill.
MEASUREMENT AND DATA

1

Solve problems involving measurement and conversion of measurements
from a larger unit to a smaller unit.
Questions Do you understand?

❶ Compare measurement units and convert from larger to

82-84, 86

Yes ¿ No

➋ Create or complete tables of equivalent measurements. [4.MD.1]
➌ Solve problems involving distance, time, and elapsed time. [4.MD.2]
➍ Solve problems involving capacity (liquid volume) and

85

Yes ¿ No

87

Yes ¿ No

88

Yes ¿ No

➎ Solve problems involving money. [4.MD.2]
➏ Represent measurements on number line diagrams. [4.MD.2]
➐ Solve problems involving area of rectangles. [4.MD.3]
➑ Solve problems involving perimeter of rectangles. [4.MD.3]

89

Yes ¿ No

90

Yes ¿ No

91

Yes ¿ No

92

Yes ¿ No

smaller units. [4.MD.1]
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weight (mass). [4.MD.2]

2
3

Questions

Represent and interpret data.

❶ Make line plots using data including fractions. [4.MD.4]
➋ Solve problems involving data shown on a line plot. [4.MD.4]
❶ Relate degrees to fractions of a circle. [4.MD.5]
➋ Measure and draw angles using a protractor. [4.MD.6]
➌ Solve problems involving angle measurements. [4.MD.7]
REVIEW QUESTIONS

86. Complete.

82. Complete.

5 kilograms = _____ grams

83. Complete.

2 hours = _____ minutes

84. Complete.36 meters = _____ centimeters
85. Write a rule for finding the number of
quarts. Then find the value of x.
Gallons

Quarts

2
5

8
20

8

x

Yes ¿ No

94-95

Yes ¿ No

Do you understand?

96

Yes ¿ No

97-98

Yes ¿ No

99-100

Yes ¿ No

1

2 __
2 minutes = _____ seconds

87. Two shoelaces are placed end-to-end.
One shoelace is 3 feet long. The other
one is 30 inches long. What is the total
length of two shoelaces in inches?
_______ in.
88. Ten identical packages have a total weight
of 3 kilograms. What is the weight of each
package in grams?
_______ g

Rule:  ____________________________
______________________

93

Questions

Understand concepts of angle and measure angles.

Do you understand?

89. Four students each paid 79¢ for a snack
bar. What was the total cost of the snack
bars in dollars?

x = _____
Self-Assessment and Review (SAR4-B)
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Name________________________________________________ Class_ ______________________ Date__________
REVIEW QUESTIONS (continued)

96. What is the measure of angle ABC? The
circle is divided into equal parts. A circle
has 360 degrees.

90. Draw a dot on this number line to
1
represent 3 __
2 feet.
0

2

B

C

ft

4

A

91. A rectangle is 2 yards long and 5 feet
wide. What is the area in square feet?

_____ degrees
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97. What is the measure of the angle?
_______ sq. feet

0 10
2
180 170 1 0 3
0
60
150 4
14 0
0

_______ feet

170 180
160 10 0
150 20
0
0
14 0 3
4

92. A rectangle is 10 feet long and 3 yards
wide. What is the perimeter in feet?

80 90 100 11
0
70
00 90 80 70 120
60 110 1
60 13
0
50 0 12
50 0
13

_____ degrees

3
3
1 __
__
93. Mark an “x” above 1 __
2 , 2 8 , and  4 on the

98. Draw a 45-degree angle.

line plot. A sample is shown at 1.
x

0

1

2

3

94. Ava measured heights of ten plants to the
nearest tenth of a meter and marked an
x for each height on the line plot. What
is the difference between the tallest and
shortest plant? Write the answer as a
decimal.

99. The measure of angle AOB is 35 degrees.
What is the measure of angle BOC?
B

A

Heights of Plants in Meters

x

0

x

x
x

x
x x

x

x

O

x

1

2

_______ meters

_____ degrees

100. The measure of angle POQ is 60 degrees.
What is the measure of angle QOR?

95. In Question 94, how may plants were
between 60 and 100 centimeters?
_______ plants

C

Q

P

Self-Assessment and Review (SAR4-B)
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